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comparing Scores On the

, California Achievement Test (CAT)

to Scores on the

Sequential Test of Educational Progresi(STEP)

Achievement tests are not stable measuring' nstruments like meter
sticks and thermometers: On the contrary they are what we might call.,
"approxii ",ation instruments" they measure the very difficult to
capture /construct called "human knowledge." Achievement test scores
depend,on two factors. The first is the human knowledge factor itSelf.
If you have 'ever had the experience of being unable to remember thlknaMe
of a person or thing you know quite well, the measurement problem associated
with this factor will be easy to understand. One!s knowledge is dependent
onsuch things as one's emotional state, the setting in which the'knowledge
must be used or recalled, and even the time of day. In addition tO this
.personal variability factor, hoWever, achievementtest scores are Alsopubject
to the technical variability through-which-the tests and the scores are
;derived. A meter measure, for example, can always be referred. -to one wo

. standard maintained in France. Achievement tests have no such common r errenil
they are dependent rather on a number of varying eleMents. AMong these re:

differing contents, differing, norm group CompositiOnsYand,differing:levels
of difficulty of the items4of the test. These factiabOut achievement
tests have to be taken into account when we look at disparate AISD median
scores on different achievement testa. As the Office-of Research and,
Evaluation (ORE) has considered the differences found thiayear-on the two
primary achievement tests we use which are referenced:in the title, the
following explanationahaveheen'considered.

1. The STEP may measure different things-than the.-CAT...,

ORE finds this to be true. There is good evidence%(ste attachment 1).
that the CAT is weighted toward the measurement of,what.:we might call
minimal basic" skills while the STEP is measuring higher level acidethic
competencies, Moreover, it may be that thepossession.of the minimal
basic skill is a.necessary, but nOt:aufficient preparation for those
higher level aoademic'skills. 'Thus, a high score on the CAT w uld be
necessary to achieve a high score on the STEP, but just!becaus one
had a high score on the CAT, he would not be guaranteed a high score on
the STEP unless he also had much additional competency over an, above

'that measured by theCAT.
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The STEP norm group may be differene-frOm the CATnorm:group:
U.

,ORE feels this also may be true. National norms are presumed to be
representative orthe national sch 01-population make-Up. However,
different Companies define their o norm groups and there is no
national standard for this. Thus, or,examPle, one company may include
private schools'in, their population, another may not. Also, test.
companies cannot force schools or students to participatejn their
norming group, anCeconomicf preventitheir giving much economic Tewa4
for doing So. Theefore, norm groups rarely conform to ptycise sampling
requirementernecesSary for true population representativeness: School
systems thus suffer,frowthe lackof a true national achievement standard.

There i sOme,evidencethatthe STEP norm grOup andthe CAT norm group
are discrepant, based on evidence from the Anchor Test StUdy4(a national
StudysponSored by the Office:of Education that seeks to,eqUate tests at
certain grade levels.) For-example,A.f we' compare One leVel pf-the STEP
(a lower grade leVe1 than the one AISp uses is the only,oue.included in the

.Anchor Test Study) Reading test to the CAT eading Total, we consistently
find a 4 to 5 percentile differencejsee chart below). It is reasonable
to expect that the same kind of difference will be found at the higher
levels of the tests.

.

Grade

Predicted STEP Percentiles for the .50th Petcentile of the CAT1 '-

CAT Reading Total_ STEP Reading -.
,!

(Riles assuming March-June testing)' (%iles 4ssuming April sting)

,

Raw Score of 42
eqpiv7 Raw Score of 31 .

(level 3) / (level 4.).

5, Raw.Score
(level 3)

e
6 6 56%ile

(level 4)
Raw. Score

of 53 equiv.
)RaW Score 'of 37

of 41 ,equiv.
.v

>Raw Scare of .42
..(level 4)

44%ile

47Zile

-Converted Scale Score
"- of 435:

/Raw Scofe'of 27
(revel 3)

.. )i

Based
..,

#1k

on Table 1,. age' r9Table-'8, and Table 15 of the Anchor Test
Study User'sjyanuaV- Equivalency and Norms ,Tables. Be keley, Califotnia:
Educational Testing Service, 1973. / -

'4. ,,/,f f.



One factor, the period of nOrming, would not appear to accOunt-for
a discrepancy. Both teats were nonmed at approximately the same time,
1970. Both norms, incidentally, might now be considered out -of -date, .

, and in view, of nationallpvidence of lower achievement this may result ip
,Austin.looking Welirthan it would were cpmpariaons based on current
national4iChievement score levels.

3% The'STEP may not measure what the high schools are teaching.

ORE cannot. Accept thii hypothesis for two reasons. First, the STEP
Was one of three test batteries selected hySchool and central offioe.
staff as being aggliPtable fot AISD high school curriculum (see Figure B-I
ip the Systemwide valuation Technical PsPort 1975,-76).. In addition,
the upward movement of scores from 9 .to 12th grade indicates in the
giSph below suggests a situation in which students are increasingly
Matching up to a curriiculum.
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.4. The,curriculur sequencing of AISD high achoOls may not match up to
the norm group schools' sequencing.

il'..

'ORE cannot adequately evaldate this hypothesis since the norm group
school curriculum sequencing-is unknown. However, one would expect
national sampling to adjust for such difference. do example may
serve to clarify Phis hypothesis. Say chemistry were nationally
taught in the 9th grade'and'in Austin in the 12th grade. This would
mean that AISD students would. miss those chemistry items on the test
until-they reached the 12th grade. Some coordinators have expressed
the feeling that this may be a factor and higher 12th grade scores may

r tend to.confirm this as a possibility. However, one would expect
that total scores Vou d compensate for such a factor since all studentsreceive the same tiro, all grades 9-12. That is, the student yho 46,

. had'not yet had chemistry might get items say in Physics And-thus
compensate for the difference in sequencing:

5. The elementary, juniorehigh, and senior high school curricula may not'
match up in AISD.

ORE feels that this also may belbtrue. To some extent, of course, a
.I._. perfect match would not be expected. Students begin to elect

different scholastic pathwaysat the senior high level as they 4
begin to prepare for future careers. However, the discrepancy between
9th and 12th grade scores and teacher comments; about student preparation
as they enter 9th grade suggests a discrepancy between high school
entry expectation and earlier preparation. Moreover, there has .

)

traditionally been little cross-level curric'ulum planning that would
1. Jerk' to articulation between these school levels. Instructional

coor4nators.and directors might well consider the possibility of this
hypothesis.

. .
.

6. AISD' population may differ from the national population and hence from
'the orm group'populationof the STEP or the CAT.(
r 1

On the basis of vast national evidence that the compositiorr of the
school population on non-school factors will itself have an effect on
achievement, it is to be expected that a school population make-up
discrepant Itom the national make-up will affect percentile standings.
Austin's school population differs in composition from the national pop-
ulation on a number of counts. To the degree thee the test norms might
biased toward national or AISD take-up, we might expect greater or less
conformity on scores on the two tests.

Test familiarity may play a role in score differences.

AISD has been'usin the CAT for four years. Unconsciously even,
(person el in AISD may haveAternalized the test content and have

4



I.
tailored instruction toward the eurrftulum

-
content of the test.

,Alpo, students; in grade. 8 have taken the same test three years' .

in a row.' They too may be unconsciously learning toward the.
tests: This suggests percentiles at'grade 6.h0uld be closer to
STEP percentiles than those at grade 8'aiii, indeed, is the case.

_ .

8. The'STEP is a more difficult test than the CAT.:
4. .-

.

, r

This is comparable to saying that items 1,aild 2 above are true.. :.
It does appear to ORE that, the STEP is A' more challenging ietiit..H

_

9. The time of year for the ,administration may.have depressed STEP
scores.

This also may well be true., The only time in which the STEP
1

. could be scheduled in the 1975-76 sch6o1 calendar was the week before.,
and after Easter and no make...ups .chuld be scheduled. This time could'
have affected both attendance at The -test and student attitude toward
the test. The CAT in grades i-6. was given in April two weeks prior'

'tc Easier and in grades 7 -8 in February and make-upal,qere given.

10. DeViation of administration .procedures from those used in the
'miming study.

. J.
The CAT, consists of only four subtests.(2 reading, math) while

e ght STEP subtsts were,given. In the STEP.ftorming no more thah.

'2 bubtests were given per day; in the.AISD administratio , again
r sp eduling reasons, all8 suhtestS' Were given in 2 days.,; --The!

1!!CAT-w s given over a 21day period such that only the two subteste
,

wer given each day. Thus, fatigue may,hileve acted to depress GTEP

scores. If 9th graders were assumed to be more easily. eubject to
fatigue than seniors, the 9th to 12th grade upward movetent of the
scores would also tend to support this possibility.

4
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The:Content ofsAChigi.rdment Tests

'inusein.the

Austin Independent School District
'

Att4chni nt
r

c,
.

.

. .

There has been some thought given. to the poasfble-eed. for a

"minimal ski]als proficiency') test forithe Austin Independent School
. ,

:Dist ict <AISDY. This led the Office, 44 Research and Evaluation to

prep e a comparison of fhe two current achievement tests used by AISD
A..

,

1 to one frequently used "minimal skills proticiency" tegt,Ithe CTB /HcGraw

Hill Proficiency,and ReviewTedia for Reading and Numerical Pigpficiency

t

,(popularlyknown as the Denver tests because they began as,a teat

series detriiiied.fOr use i the Denv'er Public Schools). This comparison
74;

P y
is'of intergst far two re sons. First, it,appears that Level 4 of the

California Achievement t (CAT) now being used in Alp.sixth to eight

grades is an adequate- measure of the same thiig tested by the proficiency
.

test; particularly in mathematics. Moreover, it is evident that there is

a great,difference between the CAT and the Sequential Test of -Educational.

Progress (STEP) with the STEP measuring skills and 'content' at Whatdaild'

_comm4ly be.acCepted as :a much higher level than that of the CAT.

The two tables following cotitain the comparison Eirst to the

Proficiency and Review Test for Numerical Proficiency and second among

the three reading,tests.
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4r

cal
oftciency

ltajOiew.Test

Mathematics

Item Description

CAT
Cqmparablg

Item

Add 2, 3-place numb 2

Add. 2, 3-place numbers- 2

3 Add A, 3-place numbers' 3

4.: Add raciionsrequiring a .conversion (formula) '9'& 10

''1-- 5 4

Add oney including hundreds-of-dollars 1

an cents
.

- )

6 Add decimals (formula) ( )9 & 20

). . `Add ft. and inches .

18

8 .
I Add mixed fractions r 11 & 12

9 Add decimals (2 place 'plus 3 place) 1976 201

10 Add hrs.. and mins. (3 Bete) -

11 Subtract 3- .place numbers 6145 11

12 . Subtract 3-place numbers ir 6 Ef'5

13 .1 Subtrat'-: money ,(formula),...) .
.14 1

14' -Subtract,- 4 -place numbers , & 8

15 Subtiacti% dollars + cents from tens of dollars 1,3

+ cents
. .

,

16 Subtract 2, 3-place numbers + mixed fractioris

17. Subtract 1-place decimal from 3-place decimal. 23

18 Subtract .mixed decimal + Whole numbers 15,16,21\22

19, Subtract,hours + mins. front hours only 24 \ .

20.f Subtract ft. + inches from ft. '+ in.(carrying -

necessary) . . .

21 Take dollars written.out'and show asifigU'rest 12
AY

22 Translate % to decimal : 9

23 Translate % to fraction -

24 Translate written numbers to°figures 5

25 Translate fraction to decimal 13.4 17

26 Translate written fraction to decimal figure. 8

27 Take percentage of money -- 11 & 15

, 2a Take percentage of money \
0 1161 15 38

29 Find largest fraction . .3

3. Find largest decimal 22

31 Multiply 3-place, number by 1-place number 25

32 Multiply-3-placenumber by 2-place number,i3 26 & 27

-33 . Multiply. decimals '42

34 Multiply whole number.by fraction 33 .

,35 .,Multiply fraction by fractiOn .. 34 & 35'

36 Multiply mensuration.(ft.kft etc.)' 41 :- <

37 Multiply 3 or 4 -place number by0-place .28
38

39

.Multii*Mensuration (ft.xft., etc.) -

Multip decimals .

43

-40: Multiply mixed fractions. 1:36

.41 . Divide by 1-place number 31 & 29
IlY

STEP
Comparable

"Item

5.

7 & 14

26

3 t 12

32

34

34 & 36

'55

21



MAthematicti Continued

uMerical
Pi,ficiencji

view lest_
tem Item bescri

CAT*
Ccomparable

Item

STEP
Comparable

Item'

42,

43

'44

'45

46

.4:7

48
49

50

Divide by 3-place number
Divide by decimal'
Divide Et,l. or gallons
Divide_ decimal '

Divide decimal
Divide ft.4or gallons
Divide by 2-place-number
Divide by fraction .

Divide fracttonby fraction

38.,,

47
45; 46, 48, 49

22

29

*CAT Subtests are iildependently, number and thug dupliCete,n0Ibers here do not necessarily:,
,indicate dupliciAe.items. (.7

,

CAT and STEP IeMs beyond the Numerical
Proficiency & Review Test Items

,

STEP

Of

Computation: Items 6, 9, 13, 15-17i 19-20, 23-25, 27=:20, 31-33, 35, 39-54,
56-60.

, .

ExPmples (Patterned' after test items, but not actual
test items):

(1/3 + 1/3)
-(1/4 + 1/4) f. (1T4 + 114).

The average of , 0, 4 and.i.46?,
.._.

r 69 an d .... 2A, then rd

Basic Concepts: items 1- 50

.:1

A 1

Examples (Patterned after test items, but not actual
to t items):

-If the area Of a triangle is 64, then the area of
the parallelogram (with a picture of a parallelograM
in which 'the triangle'is:ellibedded):.is'?

(692)1. ?

-7?1, ?
d - (c+d)(c+d) 2.0

8



CAT and STEP IteMs ',beyond the Numerical
Proficiency dr Review Test Items Continued

CAT

Computation: Items 4, 17; 44.

Example (Patterned after test item, but not actual item):

3 x (-4) P ?.

Concepts: Items 1; 2; .4, 6, .7, 9-11, 13-35.

Problems:

Examples (Patterned after test items, but not actual items):

4

2,000
means the same as

means

Items 1-8, 10, 14

Examples (Patterned after test items, but not actual items):

One box weighs 10 pounds, another 12, and a third 17
pounds. What is their average weight?

John bought a refrigerator for $600. He, paid $100
down and will pay the rest in 10 equal payments..
How much will each payment be?

A trian le base is 10 inches; its height is 6 inches:
t is its area?



Reading

CAT

Vocabulary

Reading Proficiency
& Review

STEP

40 items 26 items

1N 1'

tems of comparable nature, some
more difficult on CAT. All are

multiple choice.

30 items

Identification of
words, phrase, and sentences
in context, difficulty msy
by higher.

CAT

Comprehension

Reading Proficiency
& Review

STEP

4 reading selections
(3 selections could be
'
science or social studies

1 could be labeled as math)
10 items/selection

+ table of contents
+ index
+ diagrams

3 reading selection6
(All could be labeled
scieti'e(health) or
social studies)
8 items/selection

5 reading selectioUs
(1 selection science,
3 literariincluding drama
,dialogue)

5 to 8 items/selection

O

a 10 14


